
FLIRM300
Series

MARINE CAMERAS WITH
ACTIVE GYRO STABILIZATION

The M300 Series sets a new standard for safe 
marine navigation and situational awareness. 
Applying enhanced stabilization technology to 
high-performance visible, thermal, or multispectral 
imaging, M300 Series marine cameras deliver 
unwavering vision in high-stakes environments.

With options for any marine application, the 
M300 Series offers outstanding vision in the 
most grueling conditions. Three unique sensor 
combinations on the M300 Series give captains 
total control over their vision. The M300C captures 
high definition visible imaging and uses a 30x 
optical zoom to monitor distant targets. M332 
and M364 dedicated thermal cameras capture 
excellent vision in complete darkness, blinding 
glare, and light fog. The M364C and M364C-LR 
combine visible and thermal sensors, leveraging 
FLIR Color Thermal Vision™ (CTV) and MSX™ for 
an elite level of awareness on the water. 

®



THERMAL AND VISIBLE OPTIONS
The M300 Series offers single-sensor 
visible and thermal models, as well as 
dual-sensor, multispectral systems.

RUGGED DESIGN
Designed to withstand punishing weather 
and high seas with robust shock protec-
tion and an IP56-rated housing.

TOTAL CONTROL
Active gyro-stabilization and continuous 
360° panning offer complete awareness 
in any direction.

SEAMLESS INTEGRATION
Exceptional connectivity with navigation 
displays from leading marine electronic 
brands and security systems. 

M300C M332 M364 M364C M364C LR

Thermal Sensor N/A Boson 320 Boson 640 Boson 640 Boson 640

Visible Camera
Low Light HD Visible 30x 
Zoom

N/A N/A
Low Light HD Visible 30x 
Zoom

Low Light HD Visible 30x Zoom

FLIR COLOR 
THERMAL VISION

®

SAFER
NAVIGATION

Exclusive FLIR Color Thermal Vision blends visible camera 
details with a thermal image, overlaying vital color imagery 
that allows captains to positively identify navigation aids 
and other vessels within the thermal scene. 

The M300 Series makes nighttime navigation even safer 
and less stressful. FLIR thermal technology gives captains 
the power to see clearly in total darkness, glaring light, 
and light fog.
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